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SPACE GROUPS

Space group G: The set of all symmetry operations (isometries) 
of a crystal pattern

Crystal pattern: infinite, idealized crystal structure (without 
disorder, dislocations, impurities, etc.)

The infinite set of all translations 
that are symmetry operations 
of the crystal pattern

Translation subgroup TG     G: 

Point group of the 
space groups PG: 

The factor group of the space group 
G with respect to the translation
subgroup T: PG ≅ G/H



SPACE-GROUP
REPRESENTATIONS



Irreducible representations of a 
group induced from the irreps of 

one of its normal subgroups

Consider a group G and its normal subgroup 
H     G with its all irreps

1. Construct all irreps of H
2. Distribute the irreps of H into orbits under G and           
select a representative
3. Determine the little group for each representative

4. Find the small (allowed) irreps of the  little group 

5. Construct the irreps of G by induction from the  
the small (allowed) irreps of the  little group 

Method:



TRANSLATION SUBGROUP IRREPS

Born-von Karman boundary condition

Step 1. TG     G 

{(I,0), (I,t}, (I,2t),...,(I,Nt),(I,(N+1)t), ...,(I,2Nt), ...}

 {(I,0), (I,t}, (I,2t),...,(I,(N-1)t)}

infinite TG:

finite TG:

homomorphic mapping

kernel ={(I,0), (I,Nt), (1,2Nt),…}



Irreps of Translation group

Finite Abelian groups
cyclic groups
direct product of 
cyclic groups

{

A B
m=1,...,s; 
n=1,...r

A      Bx

Dp(am),p=0,1,...,s-1 Dq(bn), q=0,1,...,r-1

Dp,q(am, bn)=
 p=0,1,...,s-1   q=0,1,...,r-1

{a, a2,...,as} {b,b2,...,br} {(am,bn)}

Dp(am)      Dq(bn) x

exp(�i2⇡n)
q

r
exp(�i2⇡m)

p

s

exp(�i2⇡m)
p

s
exp(�i2⇡n)

q

r



IRREPS of Translational group

Translational subgroup: T

T= T1 x x T2  T3

Dp,q,r(t1k, t2l, t3m)=

 p=0,1,...,N1-1   q=0,1,...,N2-1    r=0,1,...,N3-1

dim Dp,q,r(t1k, t2l, t3m)=1

number of irreps:

= {(t1k, t2l, t3m)}

exp(�i2⇡k)
p

N1
exp(�i2⇡l)

q

N2
exp(�i2⇡m)

r

N3



Representations of the Translation subgroup

L: a1,a2,a3 L*: a*1,a*2,a*3
reciprocal space ai.a*j=2πδij

ki=qi/Ni

(a1,a2,a3) t1

t2

t3

IRREPS of Translational group

(k t)=

ITA conventions:

(k1,k2,k3) a*1

a*2

a*3

t1

t2

t3

=  2π(k1,k2,k3)

K=(h1,h2,h3) a*1

a*2

a*3



Representations of the Translation subgroup

unit cell of reciprocal space (fundamental region)

Γk’=exp(-i(k+K)t)=exp-i(k.t)= Γk

k’=k+K,   K=h1a1*+h2a2*+h3a3*, K∈L*

first Brillouin zone (Wigner-Seitz cell)

|k|≤|K-k|, ∀K∈L*

crystallographic unit cell

0≤|k|<1

IRREPS of Translational group



first Brillouin zone 
(Wigner-Seitz cell)

Wigner-Seitz 
construction for 
bcc lattice

|k|≤|K-k|, ∀K∈L*



Classification of the irreps of the Translation 
subgroup.

orbits of irreps of T (under the action of G)

Γk’(I,t)= Γk ((W,w)-1(I,t)(W,w)), (I,t)∈T, (W,w)∈G

Γk’(I,t)= Γk (I,W-1t)=exp-i(k .(W-1t))=exp-i((k W-1).t)
k’= k W + K

little co-group of k: Gk

k= k W + K, K∈L*

special and general

Gk ={1} Gk >{1}

Step 2.

O(Γk)={Γk, Γk’,…, |k’= k W + K, W∈G}

Γk’～ Γk



Orbits of irreps of the Translation subgroup.

star of k: k*

k*={k’=kWm+K, Wm ∉      }

GGk <
+W2GkG= Gk +...+WmGk

representation domain

exactly one k-vector from each star
(one irrep from each orbit of irreps of T) 

Gk

O(Γk)={Γk, Γk’,…, |k’= k W + K, W∈G}

orbit of k



Little group and Little-group irreps
(Allowed irreps of the little group)

Little group Gk

Gk={(W,w)∈G|W∈ Gk }

Step 3.

Allowed irreps of Gk

(Dk,i  T) = exp(-ikt)I

general k-vectorspecial case: 

star of k
little group of k
allowed irreps

?

Step 4.



Little-group irreps
(Allowed irreps of the little group)

Step 4. Allowed irreps of Gk

Case 1.



Little-group irreps
(Allowed irreps of the little group)

projective (ray) irreps of Gk
D

k,i



Induction procedure

Construction of the irreps of the space group G 
by induction from the  the small (allowed) irreps 
of the  little group Gk<G

Step 5.

(a)



M(W,w)ij={1 if qi-1(W,w)qj ∈
0 if qi-1(W,w)qj ∉

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

 dim M=s x s

b) Construction of the induction matrix
The elements of the little group      and the coset 
representatives {q1,q2,...,qs} of G relative to      are 
necessary for the construction of the induction matrix

monomial
matrix



0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

(c)



 Calculate a set of coset representatives of the 
decomposition of the group P4mm with respect to the 
little group of the k-vectors Γ(000) and X, and construct 
the corresponding full space group irreps of P4mm

Consider the k-vectors Γ(000) and X (0½0) of the group P4mm

(i) Determine the little groups, the k-vector stars, 
the number and the dimensions of the little-group irreps, 
the number and the dimensions of the corresponding irreps 
of the group P4mm

(ii)

EXERCISES Problem 4.1



General position

ITA space-
group data
(selection)



Brillouin Zone
Database

BilbaoCrystServer



 Calculate a set of coset representatives of the 
decomposition of the group P4bm with respect to the 
little group of the k-vectors Γ(000) and X, and construct 
the corresponding full space group irreps of P4bm

Consider the k-vectors Γ(000) and X (0½0) of the group P4bm

(i) Determine the little groups, the k-vector stars, 
the number and the dimensions of the little-group irreps, 
the number and the dimensions of the corresponding irreps 
of the group P4bm

(ii)

EXERCISES Problem 4.2



General position





EXERCISES Problem 4.3

Consider a general k-vector of a space group 
G. Determine its little co-group, the k-vector 
star. How many arms has its star? How many 
full-group irreps will be induced and of what 
dimension? Write down the matrix of the full-
group irrep of a general k-vector of a 
translation. 



DATABASES AND TOOLS OF THE 
BILBAO CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC 

SERVER

REPRESENTATIONS OF  
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC GROUPS



REPRESENTATIONS OF 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC GROUPS



Databases of Representations

character tables
multiplication tables

symmetrized products

wave-vector data

Brillouin zones
representation domains

parameter ranges

Representations of space and point groups

POINT 

Retrieval tools

Bilbao Crystallographic Server



Database of 
Representations 
of Point Groups 

group-subgroup
relations

character tables
matrix representations
basis functions

Bilbao Crystallographic Server

POINT



Database of 
Representations 
of Point Groups 

character tables
matrix representations
‘reality’ of irreps

Bilbao Crystallographic Server

REPRESENTATIONS  PG

pairs of conjugated irreps
GM3+GM4

conjugacy
classes



c-2 > a-2 + b-2

Brillouin Zone Database 
Crystallographic Approach 

Brillouin zones
Representation domain
Wave-vector symmetry

Reciprocal space groups Symmorphic space groups
IT unit cells
Asymmetric unit
Wyckoff positions



Example:

c-2 < a-2 + b-2 c-2 > a-2 + b-2

Brillouin zone Database



Representations 
of space groups

Problem: REPRES

BILBAO CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC SERVER



link to 
Brillouin zone 

database

REPRES

k-vector
data 

Option 2

Option 1



k-vector data: option 1 REPRES



non-
conventional 
setting

arbitrary 
element

REPRES INPUT Options



REPRES: output Space-group data

G=T+(W2,w2)T+...+(Wn,wn)T

G=  (W1,w1),..., (Wk,wk)⟨ ⟩



REPRES: output 
k-vector and its star *k

Little group GX={(Wi,wi)|Wik=k+K, (Wi,wi)∈G}

Little group GX

Allowed (small)
irreps DX,1



REPRES: output 

G=GX+q2GX+...+qkGX

Coset decomposition

Full-group irreps: Characters

Physically-irreducible irreps

Σ D*X,i(W,w)ii

D*X,i ⊕ (D*X,i)*



REPRES: output 

D*X,i(W,w)mi,nj = M(W,w)m,nDX,i(Wk,wk)i,j

induction
matrix

small irrep
matrix

Full-group 
irrep 

G=GX+q2GX+...+qkGX

(Wk,wk)=(qm)-1(W,w)qn

Coset decomposition

Full-group irreps: Induction procedure



EXERCISES Problem 4.4

(a) Obtain the irreps for the space group P4mm 
for the k-vectors Γ(000) and X(01/20) using 
the program REPRES. Compare the results 
with the solutions of Problem 4.1. 

(b) Use the program REPRES for the derivation 
of the irreps of a general k-vector of the group 
P4mm and compare the results with the results 
of Problem 6.3. 



EXERCISES Problem 4.5

Obtain the irreps for the space group P4bm for 
the k-vectors Γ(000) and X(01/20) using the 
program REPRES. Compare the results with 
the solutions of Problem 4.2. 



Representations 
of space groups

Problem: REPRESENTATIONS  SG

BILBAO CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC SERVER



REPRESENTATIONS  SG

k-vector
data 

INPUT



k-vector and its star *k

REPRESENTATIONS  SGOUTPUT

Little 
group 

GX
Allowed 
(small)
irreps 
DX,1



REPRESENTATIONS  SGOUTPUT

 Matric
es of the full-gr

oup irre
ps



SUBDUCED SPACE-GROUP
REPRESENTATIONS



Subduction

SUBDUCED space-group
representations 

Problem:

group G
{e, g2, g3, ..., gi,... ,gn}

subgroup H<G
{e, h2, h3, ...,hm}

D(G): irrep of G
{D(e), D(g2), D(g3),..., D(gi),... ,D(gn)}

subduced rep of H<G
{D(e), D(h2), D(h3), ...,D(hm)}

irreps 
of H 

{D(G)  H}:

{D(G)  H}
S-1{D(G) H}S

miDi(H)



ηk,i(gk’) =  ∑mj ηk’(gk’)
j

Subduction of little group irreps 

Correlations between characters

Compatibility relations of small 
(allowed) representations of 
little groups of a space group G

Problem:

k, Gk, Dk,i

k’, Gk’,Dk’,j
such that k’=k+δ

Dk,i(Gk)  Gk’～     mj Dk’j(Gk’)

gk’∈Gk’

in the limit δ      0

Space group G﹛

j



EXAMPLE
BILBAO CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC SERVER

P4/mmm



� � XElectronic energy bands of Ge, Fd-3m (227)EXAMPLE



Subduction

Correlations between
representations 
of space groups

Problem:

CORREL

group G
{e, g2, g3, ..., gi,... ,gn}

subgroup H<G
{e, h2, h3, ...,hm}

D(G): irrep of G
{D(e), D(g2), D(g3),..., D(gi),... ,D(gn)}

subduced rep of H<G
{D(e), D(h2), D(h3), ...,D(hm)}

irreps 
of H 

{D(G)  H}:

{D(G)  H}
S-1{D(G) H}S

miDi(H)



Correlations between representations 
of space groups

D*k  ,i(G) H ~ mjD*k  ,j(H)HG 

*kG H = ∑(*kG|*kH)*kH
*kH

η*k  ,i(G) =G  ∑(*kG,i|*kH,j ) η*kH ,  (H)j
p 

*kHj

Subduction of space group irreps

Step 1.Correlations between wave vectors

Step 2. Correlations between characters



INPUT data

group G

subgroup H

k-vector
data 

transformation 
matrix

Correlations between
representations 
of space groups

Problem:

CORREL

BILBAO CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC SERVER



CORREL: OUTPUT data

*k-vector splitting

*kG = *kH,1 + *kH,2 +...+ *kH,k

*kG - vector data



CORREL: OUTPUT data

{D(G) H} miDi(H)

Correlations between representations 


